
PATHOLOGY & CLINICAL LABS
In the time-critical world of pathology, preauthorization delays and sloppy A/R are simply unacceptable. Juggling a 
daily myriad of tests has never been easy, but as compliance regulations climb and revenue margins shrink in, the 
new realities of value-based care, labs of all sizes are scrambling for innovative revenue management solutions.

RCM SOLUTIONS FOR

Infinx tackles the day-to-day administrative hurdles of pathology:

Insurance verification
and preauthorization

ICD-10 coding
Frequent quality 
auditing

Accounts Receivable 
Management

Pathology billing Denial management

FASTER INSURANCE APPROVALS

Too often, pathology bottlenecks start at the very beginning, 

when labs are forced to spend valuable time waiting for 

stringent insurance verification or preauthorization before 

crucial diagnostic tests can begin.

Infinx comes to the rescue with iBridge, our centralized 

pre-registration workflow management software. Via an 

intuitive dashboard interface, iBridge tracks real-time 

status of every patient - from registration through 

insurance verification and preauthorization directly to 

clinical diagnostics.

 iBridge offers pathology labs streamlined RCM, delivering 

exceptional 99.5 percent accuracy – leading to nearly 100 

percent payor approvals.
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We specialize in resolving aged accounts (120 days or longer) to enhance your net collection rate at the 
lowest possible costs.
Infinx already delivers improved >99.5% coding accuracy for one of the largest pathology groups in the U.S.



Infinx dramatically improves coding efficiency:

Let us help you collect more with:

The convenience of iBridge is backed by our handpicked team of over 400 

AAPC-certified ICD-10 coding specialists - extensively trained and continually updated 

in advanced CPT codes and clinical descriptors, along with the latest regulatory 

changes. Infinx pathology coders ensure virtually error-free coding, regularly double- 

checked by our internal auditors to significantly reduce payor denials.

Revenue Realized. On Time. All the Time.

www.infinxinc.com

Pathology shouldn’t include diagnosing your own A/R headaches. 
Find out more by contacting us at sales@infinxinc.com.

RELIABLE, ERROR-FREE CODING

Infinx A/R specialists are extensively trained on all 

major payment management system (PMS) platforms 

to improve your overall net collections. We’ll also 

review chronic payor denials to identify and alleviate 

common pitfalls affecting claims.

For pathology labs in particular, juggling increasing 

patient volumes while keeping up with the latest 

technology is a tough job, and too many in-house staff 

members simply become overwhelmed - until 

precious dollars begin falling through the cracks.

STREAMLINED BILLING AND A/R RESOLUTION

Reliable 99+ percent data accuracy 

with turnarounds under 24 hours

Vast experience on multiple 

computer-assisted coding (CAC) 

engines and billing platforms

Internal auditors regularly 

double-check outgoing claims to 

ensure timely approvals and 

minimize denials

A/R cleanup 
& Resolution

Open account resolution 
(accounts aged 40 days 
or more)

Timely follow-up /
analysis of all payor 
transactions

Credit Balance 
Resolution

Denial management 
and analytics

Ongoing A/R process 
refinement


